STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
Canberra Racing Club Incorporated
THOROUGHBRED PARK
Friday 5 February 2016

Weather: Overcast
Track: Soft (6)
Rail: Out 8 metres
Penetrometer: 5.00

J. D. Walshe (Chairman), B. J. Gray, T. Vassallo (Stewards), D. Riches (Starter), M. Donoghue
(Assistant Starter) R. Fordham (Betting), L. Milton (Swab), P. Toomey (Scales) J. Dorrington (Judge)
S. Polak (Veterinarian).
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT:
Nowra 1 February 2016
RACE 8 WEBBICS NOWRA WEB DESIGN CLASS ONE AND MAIDEN PLATE
1600M
App. B. Ryan (Impulse) was reprimanded under AR137A (5) (a) (ii) for using his whip on eight
occasions prior to the 100 metres, three more than is permitted.
RACE 1: MAGPIES GOLF CLUB 2Y0 HANDICAP
Whisper My Name—Bumped on jumping by Sly Grin, which shifted out.

1000M

Sly Grin—Slow to begin.
st

nd

1 LOVE ME BABY 2

rd

th

NO WHEN TO HOLD EM 3 ILTEXTYA 4 SLY GRIN

RACE 2: MAGPIE SPORTS CLUB 3YO COUNTRY PLATE
1200M
Lock The Doors—When Mega Rush, which was positioned to its inside maintained a two-wide line in
the early stages and Double Good improved to the inside of that runner, the gelding was obliged to
race three wide in the early to middle stages.
Mega Rush—When questioned regarding the performance of the gelding, B. Ward stated that his
mount pulled hard throughout the early and middle stages of the event, did not run on under pressure
in the straight and in his view may have come to the end of its preparation. A post-race veterinary
examination of the gelding revealed no abnormalities. Trainer Mr N. Olive advised that he was
confident of a very forward showing today and was most disappointed in the gelding’s performance.
Mr Olive further undertook to report any condition which may become apparent in the days
subsequent.
Alpine Express—Slow to begin. When questioned, rider App. Ms K. Nisbet stated that her mount
was unusually agitated prior to the event, unsettled in the barrier stalls and then did not travel at any
stage of the event. A post-race veterinary examination of the gelding, which was beaten 34.6L,
revealed no abnormalities. Trainer Mr J. De Smet advised that the gelding would now be sent for a
spell. Mr De Smet was told that prior to resuming the gelding would be required to barrier trial to the
Stewards satisfaction.
Snipps Parade—Ran in under pressure over the final 100 metres.
Rock On Zariz—Slow to begin.
st

nd

1 ROCK ON ZARIZ 2

rd

th

LOCK THE DOORS 3 SNIPPS PARADE 4 DOUBLE GOOD

RACE 3: ARISTOCRAT TECHNOLOGIES MAIDEN PLATE
Written In Blood—Bounded on jumping and lost ground.

1000M

Bordeaux Bandit—Slow to begin.
Mister Snitzel—Slow to begin. Overraced and got its head up passing the 600 metres. Rider
App. Ms R. Hunt was spoken to regarding elevating her whip arm above shoulder height.
State The Obvious—Rider S. Guymer was reprimanded under AR137A (5) (a) (ii) for using his whip
on eight occasions prior to the 100 metres, three more than is permitted. Trainer Mr J. Austin was
fined the sum of $50 under AR140B (2) for the late application of earmuffs to be worn by the filly.
st

nd

1 WESTSIDE MAGIC 2

rd

th

SIMPLY STRIKING 3 MISTER SNITZEL 4 REDOMINANCED

RACE 4: RODNEY O’BRIENS CONCRETE SERVICES BENCHMARK 63 HANDICAP
1600M
Undoubtable—Stable representative Mr G. Myles was advised that a warning would be recorded
against the gelding, which was slow to begin (3L).
Captain Fastbuck—Raced wide in the early and middle stages.
Angel’s Touch—A post-race veterinary examination of the filly did not reveal any abnormalities.
Lay Down The Law—Rider C. Lever reported that his mount improved well into the race rounding the
home turn and in the early part of the straight responded to his riding and he was confident that his
mount would be a winning chance up until the 100 metres, however at this point his mount elevated
its head, lost momentum and weakened in the run to the line. A post-race veterinary examination of
the gelding revealed no abnormalities.
st

nd

1 DUPERIE SAGA 2

rd

th

DREADLOCK 3 UNDOUBTABLE 4 ITCHYZARIZ

RACE 5: IGT MAIDEN PLATE
1300M
Always With You—Passing the 1000 metres commenced to overrace and had to be restrained from
the heels of D’beak.
A Good Yank—Had some difficulty obtaining clear running on straightening and was shifted in to
continue to improve.
All Time Mischief—Began awkwardly and lost ground.
D’beak—Passing the 300 metres was disappointed for a run between the outside rail and
Hemisphere, which shifted out. The gelding was then held up and did not obtain completely clear
running for the remainder of the race.
Lomazzo—A pre-race veterinary examination of the gelding, which sustained a small wound above
its right eye, cleared the gelding fit to start.
Sophia’s Charm—Overraced badly in the middle stages of the event and after the 1100 metres had
to be checked from the heels of Lomazzo.
Torhonour—Had some difficulty obtaining clear running between the 400 metres until passing the
200 metres.
Kinda Tangy—Slow to begin. Trapped wide in the early and middle stages.
Ariaka Fire—Passing the 400 metres was disappointed for a run between the outside rail and Kinda
Tangy, which shifted out. The gelding was then held up for clear running until passing the 200 metres
and when out of contention was then not tested by its rider at any stage after.
st

nd

1 RINVIATA 2

rd

th

A GOOD YANK 3 LOMAZZO 4 HEMISPHERES

RACE 6: SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES CLASS 3 HANDICAP
1000M
Vanishka—Passing the 150 metres was inconvenienced by Still Missing, which shifted out slightly.

Manatassee—Slow to begin.
Lighthouse—Slow to begin. A post-race veterinary examination of the gelding revealed no
abnormalities.
Still Missing—Passing the 150 metres ran in away from Lot Three Four One.
She Sure Can—Passing the 200 metres when Manatassee shifted in toward it the mare ran in away
from that runner.
st

nd

1 LOT THREE FOUR ONE 2

rd

th

STILL MISSING 3 MANATASSEE 4 MISS WORLD

RACE 7: BECOME A MEMBER BENCHMARK 75 HANDICAP
1200M
Lofty’s Menu—A pre-race veterinary examination of the gelding, which had a minor abrasion to its
head, cleared the gelding fit to start.
Grand Allowance—Was a late scratching at 4.29 p.m. after becoming fractious in its tie-up stall and
being found to be lame in its near hind leg. Stewards ordered that all investments on the gelding prior
to 4.29 p.m. be refunded in full. Further that all successful bets with bookmakers be paid less the
following deductions in the dollar on the face value of the ticket:
st

1 Lofty’s Menu Nil ¢ win, 2¢ place
nd
2 Nights On Fire 2¢ place
rd
3 Karakuchi 2¢ place
Trainer Mr W. Carroll was advised that he would be required to provide a veterinary clearance prior to
the gelding being permitted to race again.
Karakuchi—Began awkwardly, shifted out and made contact with Ainzali.
Tiger Eyes—Rider K. O’Hara was reminded of her obligations to ride her mount out fully to the line.
Because We All Can—Co-trainer Mr P. Jones was advised that a warning would be recorded against
the mare, which proved difficult to load.
Nights On Fire—Trainer Mr N. Gardiner was advised that a warning would be recorded against the
mare, which proved difficult to load.
Ainzali—Bumped by Karakuchi on jumping. Passing the 300 metres had to be steadied when
crowded for room between Lofty’s Menu, which shifted in slightly, and Nights on Fire (J. Penza),
which shifted out when not quite clear. J. Penza was advised to exercise more care. Passing the
100 metres was steadied when disappointed for a run between Because We All Can and Nights on
Fire and had to be shifted to the outside of the heels of Nights On Fire to obtain clear running.
st

nd

1 LOFTY’S MENU 2

rd

th

NIGHTS ON FIRE 3 KARAKUCHI 4 MAGNARO

RACE 8: CATBIRD LANE MARQUEES BENCHMARK 59 HANDICAP
1400M
Alert Status—On straightening was crowded for room between Polyphemus and Sequoia Sunrise
(App. Ms Kayla Nisbet), which endeavoured to improve between Alert Status and Siandra, where
there was narrow room to do so. Shortly after Sequoia Sunrise made contact with Alert Status and
was turned out after being taken out slightly be Siandra (App. C. MacFarlane), which shifted out when
not clear. In the incident Alert Status had to be steadied and lost its rightful running passing the
250 metres between Polyphemus and Sequoia Sunrise. In all circumstances, App. Ms K. Nisbet was
advised to be mindful of taking narrow runs and App. Ms C. MacFarlane was advised to exercise
more care and told in similar circumstances that after Sequoia Sunrise had established a position to
her outside she should have attempted to correct her mount from shifting out.

Sequoia Sunrise—Passing the 250 metres had to be restrained from the heels of Siandra, which
shifted out and as a consequence was turned out across the running of Alert Status after making
contact with that runner.
Lostasock—Rider M. Cahill was reprimanded under AR137A (5) (a) (ii) for using his whip on seven
occasions prior to the 100 metres, two more than is permitted.
st

nd

1 POLYPHEMUS 2

rd

th

DEB’S HOPE 3 NEW VOGUE 4 COURT VICTORY

SWAB SAMPLES:
Swab samples were taken from all winners.

Warnings:

Fines:
Reprimands:

Suspensions:
Bleeders:
Trials:
Certificates:
Falls/Injuries:
Protests:
Late withdrawals:
Follow up:
Change of Colours:

Gear Changes:
Disqualifications:

SUMMARY
Race 4: Undoubtable—slow to begin.
Race 7: Because We Can—difficult to load.
Race 7: Nights on Fire—difficult to load.
Race 3: Trainer Mr J. Austin fined $50 (AR140B (2)).
Nowra 1 February 2016: App. B. Ryan (Impulse)
reprimanded (AR137A (5) (a) (ii)).
Race 3: S. Guymer (State The Obvious) reprimanded
(AR137A (5) (a) (ii)).
Race 8: M. A. Cahill (Lostasock) reprimanded (AR137A
(5) (a) (ii)).
Nil.
Nil.
Race 2: Alpine Express—barrier manners.
Race 7: Grand Allowance—lame near hind leg.
Nil.
Nil.
Race 7: Grand Allowance—lame near hind leg.
Nil.
Race 5: Always With You—Gold, green CRC logo and
cap.
Race 6: Miss World—white, dark blue braces, dark blue
and orange hooped sleeves.
Nil.
Nil.

